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OAK PARK DESIGNS 
COASTER SET
For the Frank Lloyd Wright 
fan in your life, these intricate 
coasters—inspired by his Oak 
Park home—are a perfect gift. 
$24.95, franklloydwright.org

COPPER NAPIER JIGGER
As accurate as it is attractive, 
this vintage-style Napier Jigger 
from Standard Spoon is crafted 
from one solid piece of metal 
for durability. 
$25, standardspoon.com

LAGER BEANIE
Keep your dome toasty warm 
while enjoying your favorite beer, 
thanks to this pom-pom hat from 
the folks at Good Beer Hunting.  
$25, goodbeerhunting.com

!25
 & under

BOOTBLACK TONIC SYRUP
With ingredients including citrus 
peel, coriander and sea salt, 
the Citrus Tonic Syrup from 
Rhode Island–based Bootblack 
is a quick and tasty way to put 
together cocktails and spirit-
free drinks. 
$17.99, bootblackbrand.com

TROPICAL OMBRE 
CORKSCREW 
Add a splash of colorful 
whimsy to the bar cart 
with these cockatiel 
corkscrews, available in 
three vibrant combos, 
complete with a serrated 
knife and bottle opener.   
$22, leifshop.com

2019  !o"id#$  
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PORTER MUG
Combining the tactile 
appeal of a mug with the 
convenience of a go-cup, 
the new Porter Mug—
available in five colors—
is made from ceramic, 
wrapped in silicone, and 
is even dishwasher- and 
microwave-safe. 
$25, wandpdesign.com

Head to imbibemagazine.com for more $25-and-under 
ideas, like Cocktail Kingdom’s Recktech Strainer.

'toc(ing 'tu)er*
THE MARTINI 
COCKTAIL BY 
ROBERT SIMONSON
Regular Imbibe 
contributor Robert 
Simonson examines 
the most sophisticated 
of drinks in his newest 
book, The Martini 
Cocktail: A Meditation 
on the World’s Greatest 
Drink, with Recipes.  
$18.99, indiebound.org

VERMOUTH BRINED OLIVES
Perfect in any Martini, these 
unstuffed, California-grown green 
olives are bathed in a vermouth 
brine, making a tiny ’tini out of each 
one. $11, jackrudycocktailco.com

RED CLAY HOT SAUCE
The mild heat of Fresno peppers 
dances with the zip of vinegar in 
this South Carolina–made hot 
sauce, aged in bourbon barrels 
and complementary in everything 
from Micheladas to oysters. 
$9, redclayhotsauce.com

JET PILOT AIR FRESHENER
A timeless mid-century tiki 
classic, the Jet Pilot now comes 
ready to cheer up your wheels 
and keep things smelling fresh. 
$7, moverandshakerco.com

CRANMARY CHOCOLATE
A collaboration between Finnish 
distillery Kyrö and the chocolate 
aces at Goodio, the smooth 
Cranmary bar is packed with bitter 
cranberry, aromatic rosemary 
and a splash of gin. $20/3 bars, 
goodiochocolate.com

BAR AGRICOLE AROMATIC BITTERS
Capture the quality of Thad 
Vogler’s famed San Francisco bar 
at home with this bottle of bitters. 
In true Bar Agricole fashion, the 
bitters are based on a high-proof 
neutral grape spirit sourced from 
a biodynamic Fresno farm. 
$15, bittersandbottles.com

GERMAN BEER MUSTARD
Kleinhettestedt’s beer mustard 
comes from a long line of German 
mustard makers, and is mixed using 
black beer, resulting in a nippy, 
spiced heat. $12, zingermans.com

HAPPY HOUR: A 
COCKTAIL CARD GAME 
In 52 colorful illustrations, 
this deck features iconic 
cocktails—with full recipes 
and a short history of each—
for a card game perfect for 
your next cocktail party.  
$17.99, laurenceking.com
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ICE CRUSHER KIT
Drawing on their original 
1960s design, Steele 
Canvas is back with an 
updated ice crusher, 
including a recycled 
wood mallet and a sturdy 
canvas bag for mounds 
of crushed ice in a snap. 
$40, food52.com

CYPRESS SAKE CUPS
Inspired by late nights 
drinking at izakayas, this set 
of hand-finished saké cups is 
made from Japanese cypress, 
adding a whiff of the woods to 
whatever sip suits your mood.  
$28/set of 2, bestmadeco.com

!50
 & under

RIEDEL DRINK-SPECIFIC GLASSWARE
Earlier this year, glassware maker Riedel rolled out a line of 
cocktail-specific glasses devised by bartender Zane Harris. 
Available in six styles—neat, rocks, highball, Nick & Nora, sour 
and fizz—the glasses are designed to enhance cocktail aromatics.  
$29.90/set of 2, riedel.com

HONEY FOR COCKTAILS 
STARTER COLLECTION
Take your cocktails for a walk on 
the wild side with three honeys—
Florida orange blossom, Maine 
blueberry and Colorado sweet 
yellow clover.  
$46/3 10.5-oz. jars, beeraw.com

OXO PRECISION SCALE  
WITH TIMER

Pour-over perfectionists,  
meet your new BFF: a 

reliable scale from OXO, 
featuring a built-in 
timer with split-second 

precision and a cleanly 
designed digital interface.  

$49.99, oxo.com
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Head to imbibemagazine.com for more $50-and-under ideas,  
like the Royal Copenhagen Contrast Mug Collection.

Wine, Beer & More
OLD FASHIONED 
POSTER
Spiff up your bar decor 
with this cocktail-
centric poster from 
Shots Box, printed on 
museum-quality matte 
paper, which proclaims 
being old fashioned 
ain’t such a bad thing. 
$40, shotsbox.com

EDEN HEIRLOOM BLEND ICE CIDER
More than eight pounds of traditional and heirloom 
apples are blended and juiced to create just one 
bottle of this extra-special ice cider from cidery 
Eden, which employs Vermont’s winter freeze to 
concentrate the blend, resulting in a sharp and 
bittersweet treat. 
$25, edenciders.com

JACQUES LASSAIGNE COTEAUX CHAMPENOIS 
BLANC “HAUT REVERS DU CHUTAT,” 2015
Made from 100 percent Chardonnay, this wine from 
Champagne-based producer Emmanuel Lassaigne 
(son of Jacques) is described as “briny, pearly and 
a bit like holding seashells in my mouth,” by Contra 
beverage director Sam Anderson (page 26). We’re in. 
$99, vervewine.com

BOLD WINE CO. MONTEREY COUNTY 
PINOT NOIR, 2017
Sommelier-turned-winemaker Chris Miller started 
Seabold Cellars in 2014, and his small-lot, French-
focused varieties are already turning heads. BOLD 
Pinot Noir is bright and fresh, with a complexity to 
rival its Burgundian counterparts. Clocking in at less 
than $20, it’s the ideal host gift. 
$18.95, klwines.com

COCCHI BRUT ROSA
Cocchi has been making wine-based aperitifs and 
sparkling wines in Italy for more than a century, and 
this bubbly is a standout. Made from 100 percent Pinot 
Noir, the Brut Rosa is vibrant and spicy and perfect for 
enjoying before, during or after a holiday meal.  
$32.99, grandwinecellar.com

GOOSE ISLAND BOURBON COUNTY STOUT 
VERTICAL COLLECTION
Every year, on the day after Thanksgiving, Illinois 
brewery Goose Island releases its new collection of 
coveted bourbon barrel–aged stouts. For this year’s 
release, Goose Island is also offering a vertical 
collection of the beers from 2017, 2018 and 2019.  
See gooseisland.com for distribution.

SIERRA NEVADA SAMPLER PACK
Twelve beers, six different styles.This special 
sampler has everything a beer lover could want: 
Sierra Nevada’s flagship pale ale, four types of IPAs 
and a cold-brew coffee stout. See sierranevada.com 
for distribution.

NEGRONI NAPKINS
In partnership with our 
favorite textile makers 
at Dot and Army, 
we’re celebrating 
our love for the 
Negroni with 
these limited-
edition handmade 
cocktail napkins.  
$32/set of 4, 
imbibemagazine.com/shop

FLPSDE BOTTLE
Get your drink on and your snack 
on with this new dual-use water 
bottle from FLPSDE, which features 
an interior snack chamber and 20 
ounces of room for liquid.   
$34.99, flpsde.com
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CERAMIC COFFEE DRIPPER
At his southern California studio 
W/R/F Lab, artist Nobuhito 
Nishigawara combines the 
artistry of traditional Japanese 
ceramics with functional 
kitchenware, seen in the clean 
lines of this coffee dripper, 
available in nine earthy colors. 
$56, wrflab.com

CRYSTAL WHISKEY 
GLASSES
Made with unleaded 
crystal by historic 
German glass crafters 
Spiegelau, these footed 
whiskey glasses are 
designed to maximize the 
aroma of their contents.  
$54.99/set of 4, 
kegworks.com

BARTENDER’S BACKPACK
For both novices and pros 
on the go, this waxed canvas 
backpack with waterproof lining 
has compartments for all your 
bottles and bar tools. 
$99.99, cocktailkingdom.com

BIG HEART TEA SIGNATURE BUNDLE
The signature set from Midwest-based Big Heart Tea offers 
a full rainbow of flavorful blends, from their spicy chai to the 
soothing Royal Treatmint. 
$60, bighearttea.com

!100
  & under

BOOZY PICKLES  
GIFT BOX
For lovers of all things 
boozy and brined, this 
edible set includes 
goodies like gin-infused 
pickles, drunken 
tomatoes and a jar full 
of Bloody Mary fixings. 
$61.50, mouth.com
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Head to imbibemagazine.com for more $100-and-under 
ideas, like the Toile Serving Tray.

CAPRESSO FROTH 
SELECT
Whether you want 
steamy foam for 
cappuccinos, cold frothy 
milk for iced drinks, or 
creamy hot chocolate, 
this countertop milk 
frother does it all at the 
push of a button. 
$99.99, capresso.com

TIPPSY SAKE BOX
Explore different styles 
of saké and learn more 
about the traditional 
Japanese drink with this 
monthly subscription 
box. Each box includes 
three 10-ounce bottles 
with tasting notes and 
information about the 
brewers. 
$59 per box,  
tippsysake.com 

Spirits
UNCLE NEAREST 1884 SMALL BATCH  
TENNESSEE WHISKEY
Uncle Nearest released its first bottles of whiskey 
in 2017 in honor of Nathan “Nearest” Green, the 
man who taught Jack Daniels how to distill but went 
largely unrecognized himself. Their new release, 
1884 Small Batch Tennessee Whiskey, is made using 
selected barrels with each blend curated by Green’s 
descendants. $49.99, unclenearest.com

DESTILLAIRE INTENSE CAFÉ LIQUEUR
From Louisville-based brandy makers Copper & 
Kings, the Destillaire line of intense liqueurs are 
made with their copper pot–distilled apple brandy. 
The Café Liqueur is made with cold-brew coffee, 
Madagascar vanilla, cardamom and honey, and it’s 
markedly drier than most coffee liqueurs, with a deep, 
roasted flavor. $36.99, magrudersofdc.com

DON CICCIO & FIGLI AMBROSIA APERITIF
The newest aperitif from D.C.-based Don Ciccio & 
Figli, the Ambrosia is made with ingredients including 
turmeric, blood orange and cantaloupe, with a nine-
botanical bill for a bottle that’s bright and bittersweet.
$34.99, warehousewinesandspirits.com

DOUBLE ZERO CYRIL ZANGS CIDER EAU DE VIE
Norman cider maker Cyril Zangs and calvados 
distiller Jean Roger Groult have struck liquid gold 
with this collaborative eau de vie. Made from 30 apple 
varieties including bitter, bittersweet, sweet and 
sour, the unaged brandy is bottled at 100 proof with 
flavors ranging from green apples and vanilla bean to 
coconut oil and hops. $79.99, astorwines.com

NETA ESPADÍN
Available in the U.S. since last spring, NETA features 
agave spirits made by 12 different producers from the 
Miahuatlán area of Oaxaca. The Espadín sings with an 
earthy undercurrent of dry cinnamon spice, layered 
with bright lemon peel and a lingering finish. 
$89.99, klwines.com

FERRAND 10 GÉNÉRATIONS
This new release from Maison Ferrand is made in 
homage to the 10 generations of the Ferrand family 
dating back to 1630. Made with traditional Ugni Blanc 
grapes and aged in French oak (with 20 percent of 
the spirit aged in Sauternes casks), the Cognac is 
redolent with the aroma of apple and citrus blossom. 
$60, astorwines.com

LEXINGTON CUP
From Austin-based 
ceramicist Keith Kreeger, 
this simple tapered cup 
is a standout with its 
bold design—perfect 
for everything from a 
morning coffee to an 
evening whiskey. 
$60, keithkreeger.com
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BEN FRANKLIN BEER STEIN
Emulating American beer steins of yesteryear, 
Jacob Bromwell’s hand-soldered pure copper 
stein serves as a natural insulator of ales and 
brings the sturdy elegance of a period drinking 
piece into modern times. 
$250, jacobbromwell.com

JOULE SOUS VIDE 
Mixology magic is becoming 
increasingly accessible 
thanks to the proliferation of 
the immersion circulator 
(aka sous vide). Give 
ChefStep’s user-friendly 
model—the world’s 
smallest, complete with 
smartphone controls—
to those seeking to 
master more flavorful 
syrups and infusions. 
$179, amazon.com

IMBIBE X MADE SERVING BOARD 
For Imbibe’s newest collaboration, we 
looked to design-build firm MADE to 
craft these stunning serving boards. 
Made from repurposed Oregon walnut—
sourced from felled trees—each board 
is hand milled and shaped in MADE’s 
Portland, Oregon, shop and features a 
brass ring for easy hanging. 
$180, imbibemagazine.com/shop

CLASSIKA PID ESPRESSO MACHINE
Compact but mighty, this PID espresso machine, 
designed exclusively for Clive Coffee, takes at-home 
coffee aspirations pro with all the operations required to 
whip up café-quality espresso drinks. 
$1,599, clivecoffee.com
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LA BELLE ORLEANS 
ABSINTHE FOUNTAIN
A spot-on reproduction of the 
vintage Belle Époque absinthe 
dripper, this handmade two-
spout fountain features a 
mouth-blown glass bowl for 
the most sophisticated visit 
with the green fairy.  
$184.99, maisonabsinthe.com

Head to imbibemagazine.com for more Over-$100 ideas,  
like the Branch Market and Picnic Tote.

CELLAR 503 WINE CLUB
Focusing exclusively on Oregon wines, Cellar 503 goes 
way beyond Pinot Noir, tapping small, independent 
producers for unique bottles like sparkling Grüner 
Vetliner or Mencia from the Mosier Hills. Pick red, 
white or mixed for two new bottles each month. 
$135–$165 (3 months), cellar503.com

BRASS BEVELED RECIPE BOX
Store your time-tested recipes in this  
gorgeous, solid brass box from  
Sir | Madam.  
$130, shopsirmadam.com

SUSUMUYA DOBIN 
EARTHENWARE  
TEA POT
A creamy milk-white 
exterior and bent sand-
cast bronze handle 
combine to make this 
beautiful teapot from 
Japanese designer Oji 
Masanori a tea lover’s 
must-have. 
$241.47, mjolk.ca


